Objective: Deficits in working memory and cognitive control in schizophrenia are associated with impairments in prefrontal cortical function, including altered gamma band oscillations. These abnormalities are thought to reflect a deficiency in the synchronization of pyramidal cell activity that is dependent, in part, on gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmission through GABA type A (GABA A ) receptors containing α 2 subunits. The authors conducted a proof-ofconcept clinical trial designed to test the hypothesis that a novel compound with relatively selective agonist activity at GABA A receptors containing α 2 subunits would improve cognitive function and gamma band oscillations in individuals with schizophrenia.
Substantial research has focused on impairments in working memory and cognitive control that are accompanied by altered activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (5) (6) (7) . Studies examining neural activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have indicated that individuals with schizophrenia exhibit an altered relationship with working memory load, behavioral performance, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation (8) .
In nonhuman primates, activity of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurons in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is essential for normal working memory function (9) , which suggests that altered GABA neurotransmission in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex could contribute to the cognitive impairments in schizophrenia patients. Consistent with this hypothesis, postmortem studies have repeatedly found reduced levels of mRNA for the 67 kilodalton isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD 67 )-the major determinant of GABA levels-in the dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex of individuals with schizophrenia (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . The affected GABA neurons include those that express the calcium binding protein parvalbumin. In contrast, the estimated 50% of GABA neurons that express the calcium binding protein calretinin appear to be unaffected (15) . Parvalbumin-positive neurons include the chandelier subclass; the axon terminals of these neurons synapse exclusively on the axon initial segments of pyramidal neurons. In the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of individuals with schizophrenia, GABA plasma membrane transporter-1 (GAT-1) immunoreactivity is reduced in chandelier axon terminals (16) , whereas in the postsynaptic axon initial segments of pyramidal neurons immunoreactivity for the α 2 subunit of the GABA type A (GABA A ) receptor is markedly increased (17) . Together, these findings suggest that reduced expression of GAD 67 mRNA in protein parvalbumin-positive chandelier neurons results in decreased GABA synthesis and release. These changes appear to be accompanied by compensatory, but insufficient, responses that include decreased presynaptic GABA reuptake and upregulated postsynaptic GABA A receptors (18) .
Reduced GABA signaling from chandelier cells to pyramidal neurons could contribute to working memory dysfunction via a pathophysiological mechanism involving protein parvalbumin-positive GABA neurons. Parvalbumin-positive GABA neurons regulate the synchronized oscillatory activity of cortical pyramidal neurons in the gamma band range (30-80 Hz) (19) . Gamma band oscillations in the human dorsolateral prefrontal cortex increase in proportion to working memory load (20) , and frontal lobe gamma band oscillations were reduced during a delay-dependent cognitive control task among individuals with schizophrenia (21) . Consequently, a deficit in the synchronization of pyramidal cell activity, resulting from altered regulation by parvalbumin-positive GABA neurons, is hypothesized to contribute to both reduced gamma band oscillations and impaired dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-dependent cognitive performance in schizophrenia patients (18) .
This hypothesis suggests that a positive allosteric modulator (i.e., a drug that increases chloride ion flow through GABA A receptors only when GABA is bound to the receptor) with selective activity at GABA A receptors containing the α 2 subunit might have beneficial effects in schizophrenia patients. By augmenting GABA neurotransmission from chandelier neurons, such a medication is predicted to enhance the synchronization of pyramidal neuron activity at gamma band frequencies and thereby improve the function of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex circuitry in individuals with schizophrenia (22) . In contrast, the adverse cognitive effects and sedation associated with the benzodiazepines currently available (which are attributable to their activity at GABA A receptors containing α 1 and α 5 subunits) are likely to mask the hypothesized cognitive benefits associated with α 2 selectivity (23). As a proof-of-concept test of this hypothesis, we conducted a randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to determine whether the Merck compound MK-0777, a benzodiazepine-like agent with selective activity at GABA A receptors containing α 2 or α 3 subunits, would improve prefrontal-mediated cognitive functions and gamma oscillations in schizophrenia patients.
Method Subjects
Male outpatients, ages 18-50 years, who were enrolled in mental health programs affiliated with the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and had a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia, were invited to participate in the study. Of the 29 patients who gave written informed consent, 16 met the study inclusion criteria after formal screening. All enrolled subjects 1) met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder based on Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV and consensus diagnosis, 2) had been clinically stable on fixed doses of antipsychotics ≥3 months, 3) were unemployed, 4) had an IQ ≥80, and 5) had a baseline score <90 on the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (24) . The remaining 13 subjects were not eligible to participate in the study as a result of one or more of the following prespecified exclusion criteria: 1) current use of a benzodiazepine; 2) positive urine screen for substances of abuse; 3) history of psychoactive substance dependence within the past 6 months or substance abuse within the past month; 4) history of head trauma, seizure disorder, or ECT within the past year; and 5) use of medications that might be adversely affected by the MK-0777 compound (e.g., clinically relevant inhibitors or inducers of CYP3A4). Fifteen subjects comprised the final study sample (Table 1) , since one of the 16 subjects who met inclusion criteria discontinued the study medication after 11 days, reporting that he had developed feelings of depression, irritability, and decreased appetite over the preceding 4 days. The subject was assigned to receive the MK-0777 compound. Per the study protocol, the blind was maintained and randomization of subsequent subjects continued.
Study Design
This double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial used a randomization procedure established by a statistician unaffiliated with the study. Nine subjects received the MK-0777 compound, a selective GABA A receptor α 2,3 subunit partial agonist. Since MK-0777 lacks agonist activity at GABA A receptors containing α 1 subunits, it does not produce the sedative effects of benzodiazepines (25) . The initial dose of MK-0777 was 3.0 mg b.i.d. The dosage increased to 5.0 mg b.i.d. at the end of week 1 and 8.0 mg b.i.d at the end of week 2, which was continued for the remaining 2 weeks of the trial. Six subjects received matching placebo tablets. Medications were dispensed weekly in blister packs by the hospital pharmacy.
Following the baseline screening, subjects were assessed with the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) at each of five weekly visits. A 10-point Likert scale (1=minimal to 10=severe) was used to assess the presence and severity of any adverse effects at each visit. Potential withdrawal symptoms were assessed 1 week after discontinuation of the study medication. An ECG, complete ophthalmology exam, and laboratory exam (i.e., blood count and liver and renal function tests) were obtained at the beginning and end of the trial. Neuropsychological assessments were conducted at baseline and after 2 and 4 weeks of drug administration. The 2-week test point was included in order to maximize the availability of data for each subject in the event that a subject withdrew from the trial as a result of side effects from the 8.0 mg dose of MK-0777. Since all subjects who completed the assessments at week 2 also completed the assessments at week 4, only the latter data are reported.
Neuropsychological Assessments
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status-The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (24, 26) consists of subtests combined to form five index scale scores (immediate memory, language, visuospatial, attention, and delayed memory) and a total score. Index and total scores are expressed as standardized scores normalized to a population mean of 100, with a standard deviation of 15. All subjects received the "A" form at baseline and at the week-4 visit and the "B" form at the week-2 visit.
An increase of 10 points for the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status total score may be considered a strong signal of response, since 1) 10 points is equivalent to two-thirds of the difference in mean total scores between employed and unemployed schizophrenia subjects (24) , and 2) scores change minimally after 12 weeks of treatment with placebo (27) . As a result of the "experimental medicine probe" design and limited statistical power of the present study, a simple decision rule was developed based on the number of patients in both the placebo and active-treatment groups who showed improvement ≥10 points. Specifically, an improvement ≥10 points in the total score at the end of week 4 for ≥6 MK-0777-treated subjects and for ≤1 subject in the placebo group was determined, a priori, to constitute evidence of a positive clinical outcome.
Cognitive Tasks
For each of three cognitive tasks, subjects sat approximately 75 cm from a 15-in cathode ray tube monitor. Stimuli were generated and responses recorded using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh). Responses were recorded using a button box or computer keyboard (see the data supplement accompanying the online version of this article).
The N-back task is a sequential-letter memory task for which working memory load is varied (28) . Subjects with schizophrenia exhibit substantially impaired performance and decreased functional activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex relative to matched comparison subjects for the 2-back load condition (29) .
For the AX Continuous Performance Test, subjects are required to maintain an attentional set across a delay interval in order to overcome a prepotent response tendency (30) . Under certain task conditions, subjects with schizophrenia perform worse than comparison subjects, and their impaired performance is associated with decreased dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity (31) .
The Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task is a cued stimulus-response reversal paradigm that, similar to the AX Continuous Performance Test, requires increases in cognitive control through the maintenance and use of context information to overcome prepotent response tendencies (21) .
Electrophysiology
During the Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task, EEG data were acquired via a method previously described (21) (see the data supplement accompanying the online version of this article). Time-frequency analyses were conducted using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). For analysis of gamma band oscillations, we examined 40 Hz induced activity (i.e., not time locked to stimulus), which has been shown to be reduced in frontal brain areas in schizophrenia patients relative to healthy subjects while performing the Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task (21) . Data were referenced to a −200 to −50 msec precue baseline interval.
Data Analysis
Data for BPRS and Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status were assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Behavioral analyses for the cognitive tasks were conducted separately, with reaction time and error rates as dependent measures. Given the modest sample size of the present study, multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) were conducted in order to pool effects across tasks. Nine MK-0777-treated subjects and five subjects in the placebo group had sufficient data for both N-back and Preparing to Overcome Prepotency tasks, and these data were included in the MANOVAs. Since four subjects did not complete a sufficient number of trials for the AX Continuous Performance Test task at both testing periods, data from this task were analyzed separately in an ANOVA for seven MK-0777-treated subjects and four subjects in the placebo group. For MANOVAs, the dependent measure was a change from baseline measures (i.e., performance differences between the week-4 and baseline time points). Thus, group (MK-0777-treated group versus placebo group) was the only factor. For ANOVA, the model was a repeated-measures design with group as a between-subjects factor and time (baseline versus week 4) as a within-subjects factor.
For MANOVAs, the dependent measure for the N-back task was performance in the 2-back condition, which provides the best index of performance and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex disturbances in subjects with schizophrenia (29) . The dependent measure for the Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task was the performance difference between the high versus low control conditions, which indexes cognitive control impairments in schizophrenia patients (21) . For AX Continuous Performance Test data, the dependent measure was d′ at the long delay (calculated as AX hits minus BX false alarms [see the data supplement accompanying the online version of this article]), which is particularly sensitive to context processing impairments in individuals with schizophrenia (32) .
EEG analysis involved t tests for treatment group differences in induced gamma power across high versus low control conditions across time (baseline versus week 4). The focus of this analysis was the delay period (500-1,500 msec relative to cue onset) during which schizophrenia subjects exhibit disturbances in the ability to appropriately modulate induced frontal gamma activity in accordance with cognitive control demands (21) . Since many samples were acquired during the delay period (250 samples over 1,000 msec), data for this interval were divided into 250-msec nonover-lapping bins in order to reduce the number of comparisons.
Results

Clinical Measures
As detailed in Table 1 MK-0777-treated group: 11.6 years [SD=2.3]; t=-0.673, df=13, p=0.5). In each group, 67% of the subjects were African American. Two subjects in each group were Caucasian, and one MK-0777-treated subject was Asian American. Only three subjects in the entire study sample had ever been married. Single subjects were 78% of the MK-0777-treated group and 83% of the placebo group. The mean age at onset of schizophrenia (t=−1.087, df=13, p=0.3) did not differ between placebo subjects (20.8 years [SD=5.2]) and MK-0777-treated subjects (23.1 years [SD=8.1]). One subject in the MK-0777-treated group had a relatively late onset of illness at age 43. The duration of illness (approximately 16 years) was very similar for both groups (t=0.016, df=13, p=0.99).
At (F=9.12, df=1, 13, p=0.01 ). For the MK-0777-treated group, neither total BPRS scores nor any of the factor scores changed over the course of the trial.
Few of the 15 subjects who completed the trial reported any side effects, and these side effects were generally mild in nature. During the final week of drug administration, three subjects in the MK-0777-treated group reported one adverse effect, and one subject reported two adverse effects ( Table 2) . No withdrawal symptoms were reported by any subject 1 week after drug discontinuation.
Neuropsychological Assessments
For all subjects, the mean Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status total score at baseline was 68.5, which is more than two standard deviations below that previously reported for healthy comparison subjects (24) . Both the placebo group and MK-0777-treated group had higher total Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status scores at week 4, and the magnitude of improvement was rather similar for both groups (Table 3) . Only one MK-0777-treated subject and two placebo subjects showed a ≥10-point increase in total Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status scores. Thus, criteria for the prespecified decision rule for a positive clinical outcome were not met. However, of the five subindices, scores for the mean delayed memory index showed significant improvement (F=5.47, df=1, 13, p=0.04) for MK-0777-treated subjects from baseline (76. 
Cognitive Tasks
A MANOVA conducted for reaction time measures for the N-back and Preparing to Overcome Prepotency tasks revealed a significant group effect (F=5.93, df=2, 11, p<0.05). Examination of performance on each task using ANOVAs indicated that the MK-0777-treated group showed significant improvements from baseline, compared with the placebo group, on the Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task (F=4.87, df=1, 13, p=0.05) and a tendency toward a similar result for the N-back task (F=2.28, df=1, 13, p=0.16). To determine whether group baseline differences (Table 4) represented a confound (e.g., mediated by regression to the mean), a follow-up MANCOVA was conducted, with baseline values as a covariate, and revealed that the group effect remained significant (F=4.26, df=2, 9, p=0.05). The MANOVA for error rate measures yielded no significant group effect (F=1.36, df=2, 11, p=0.3). A MANCOVA conducted with baseline as a covariate did not appreciably change the results (F=2.43, df=2, 9, p=0.14).
The ANOVA conducted for the long-delay d′ measure of the AX Continuous Performance Test task was not significant but was suggestive of a time-by-group interaction (F=2.92, df=1, 9, p=0.12). Post hoc within-group t tests showed that improvements (at week 4 relative to baseline long-delay d′) in the MK-0777-treated group approached significance (t=2.23, df=6, p=0.07), whereas changes in the placebo group did not (t=-0.36, df=3, p=0.74).
Since the study design was underpowered for statistical measures, we also calculated effect sizes (Table 4) . For all tasks, positive effect sizes (0.83-1.74) indicated that the MK-077-treated group showed the hypothesized performance improvements relative to the placebo group. Only the error rate for the Preparing to Overcome Prepotency task showed effects of the MK-0777 compound in the opposite direction.
Electrophysiology
The t tests comparing MK-0777-treated subjects with the placebo group on changes in induced gamma over the 4-week treatment period yielded no significant results at the α=0.05 (t=2.2) level. However, the statistical map of t values (Figure 1 ) revealed that t values were in the hypothesized direction, particularly during the late-delay period in the left frontal and central parietal regions. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that frontal gamma disturbances in schizophrenia (21) may be partially ameliorated by short-term treatment with the MK-0777 compound. The mean power values showing increased frontal area gamma band power in the MK-0777-treated subjects relative to placebo subjects across the delay period are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Discussion
The present study was designed as an initial test of the hypothesis that enhancing GABA signaling through GABA A receptors containing an α 2 subunit improves the cognitive impairments associated with dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction in individuals with schizophrenia. Although the study drug was well-tolerated, delayed memory was the only domain of neuropsychological function that showed improvement on the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status. However, evidence of improvement in the MK-0777-treated group was found on each of three cognitive tests that tap cognitive processes mediated by the circuitry of the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex and that are known to be impaired in schizophrenia patients. Furthermore, this improvement was accompanied by increased frontal gamma band power. Thus, the results of this preliminary study provide suggestive evidence supporting the hypotheses that 1) reduced GABA neurotransmission through GABA A receptors containing an α 2 subunit is associated with impaired frontal gamma oscillations and cognitive performance (18) , and 2) selective positive modulation of α 2 containing GABA A receptors can lead to improvement in these measures (22) .
However, there are several limitations to the study. The "experimental medicine probe" design was known at the outset to be limited in statistical power as a result of the small sample size. Perhaps of equal importance to the sample size limitation is the question of whether the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status has the appropriate sensitivity for a short-term study designed to test the ability of a drug to normalize the pathophysiology linking the neurobiological and cognitive alterations in schizophrenia. Neuropsychological test batteries, such as the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status and NIMH's MATRICS initiative (i.e., Measurement and Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia), are advantageous for larger clinical trials because their psychometric properties, such as testretest reliability and floor and ceiling effects, are thoroughly characterized. However, practice effects have been observed with such batteries (33) . Indeed, the total and subtest scores for the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status improved in both the placebo and active-treatment groups in the present study, which might have obscured a real drug effect. Perhaps more importantly, a global summary score from these test batteries measures the engagement of multiple complex cognitive systems. If a drug has its effect on one specific cognitive system (e.g., prefrontal-dependent cognitive control functions regulating working memory and response inhibition), then more finegrained cognitive measures that target those specific functions (e.g., the N-back task and AX Continuous Performance Test) may provide a more sensitive approach to measuring drug effects (34) . The moderate to large effect sizes seen with these tasks in our data suggest that this might be the case for the MK-0777 compound. Furthermore, the improvement in delayed memory in the MK-0777-treated subjects supports the hypothesis that the information value of early-phase clinical trials is likely to be improved by the inclusion of selective probes that tap specific cognitive processes.
The randomized assignment of subjects resulted in between-group differences in baseline measures of clinical symptoms (BPRS) and neuropsychological function (Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status). Whether these differences blunted or heightened the magnitude of the effect of MK-0777 can only be resolved by larger trials in which the randomization is more likely to result in subject groups with equivalent baseline performance levels. It is also important to note that the inclusion criterion of a baseline Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status score <90 excluded subjects with more modest cognitive impairments who might be more likely to benefit from pharmacological interventions (35) .
In addition to the target and compound, this treatment approach is novel in that the therapeutic intervention was designed to augment a compensatory response (i.e., increased density of α 2 containing GABA A receptors) as opposed to correcting a detrimental molecular abnormality. That is, the reduced expression of GAD 67 mRNA in protein parvalbumin-positive chandelier neurons has been interpreted to result in decreased GABA synthesis and release and to induce compensatory responses (18) . For example, the reduced levels of GAT-1 in chandelier axon terminals in schizophrenia (16) are predicted to enhance GABA neurotransmission, since the blockade of GABA reuptake prolongs the duration of inhibitory postsynaptic currents when synapses located close to each other are activated synchronously (36) . The prolongation of inhibitory postsynaptic currents increases the probability of inhibitory postsynaptic current summation, which increases the efficacy of inhibitory postsynaptic current trains. Similarly, the upregulation of the postsynaptic GABA A receptors containing α 2 subunits in schizophrenia is predicted to increase the efficacy of the GABA that is released from chandelier neurons. However, the presence of cognitive impairments in individuals with schizophrenia indicates that these neuroplastic changes are insufficient as compensatory responses. Thus, as suggested by the results of the present study, pharmacological augmentation of these compensatory responses might be of therapeutic value.
Synchronization of cortical neuronal activity at gamma frequencies appears to be important for a number of perceptual and higher cognitive processes, such as working memory (20, 37 ). The precise mechanisms by which gamma oscillations support perception and cognition have been the subject of much theorizing, but both empirical (38, 39) and theoretical (40, 41) evidence suggest that synchronous oscillations serve as a mechanism by which cortical circuits can coordinate activity to support cognitive functions. For example, appropriate subsets of neurons can engage in such oscillations to represent specific information, such as location in a spatial working memory task (38, 39) , and intracranial recordings in the human dorsolateral prefrontal cortex have demonstrated that gamma band power increases in proportion to working memory load (20) . We previously reported that a cognitive control task was associated with increased induced gamma activity over prefrontal cortical areas in healthy comparison subjects but not in schizophrenia patients (21) . The disturbances in gamma activity in patients also correlated with disorganization symptoms, similar to previous findings demonstrating that the degree of impaired prefrontal activation (as assessed by fMRI) in a similar cognitive control task predicted clinical ratings of disorganization (29) . These findings indicate that disturbances in induced gamma oscillations might underlie the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-mediated cognitive deficits in schizophrenia. Although the sample size was small and clearly requires replication and extension, the present findings, which suggest that there is increased gamma band power and improved cognitive performance following MK-0777 treatment, support this interpretation.
The potential clinical value of augmenting GABA neurotransmission via α 2 containing receptors awaits the results of larger trials of the MK-0777 compound as well as future trials of other compounds currently in development that possess greater potency and selectivity for α 2 containing GABA A receptors. In addition to an adjuvant treatment for cognitively impaired individuals with chronic schizophrenia, such compounds offer potential promise for early intervention for high-risk individuals. The presence of cognitive impairments before the onset of psychosis in such individuals suggests that the target clinical features and underlying molecular circuitry alterations are present. Furthermore, the potential for anxiolytic effects with positive modulation at α 2 containing GABA A receptors (42) raises the possibility that such agents could also attenuate the increased stress responsivity that frequently precedes the onset of psychosis. d Data for performance differences between high and low control conditions are reported.
